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Abstract: This paper describes experiments on the ageing of a monolayer model for the
air–water interface of marine aerosols composed of a typical glycolipid, galactocerebroside (GCB).
Lipopolysaccharides have been observed in marine aerosols, and GCB is used as a proxy for these
more complex lipopolysaccharides. GCB monolayers are investigated as pure films, as mixed films
with palmitic acid, which is abundant in marine aerosols and forms a stable attractively mixed
film with GCB, particularly with divalent salts present in the subphase, and as mixed films with
palmitoleic acid, an unsaturated analogue of palmitic acid. Such mixed films are more realistic
models of atmospheric aerosols than simpler single-component systems. Neutron reflectometry
(NR) has been combined in situ with Fourier transform infra-red reflection absorption spectroscopy
(IRRAS) in a pioneering analysis and reaction setup designed by us specifically to study mixed
organic monolayers at the air–water interface. The two techniques in combination allow for
more sophisticated observation of multi-component monolayers than has previously been possible.
The structure at the air–water interface was also investigated by complementary Brewster angle
microscopy (BAM). This study looks specifically at the oxidation of the organic films by nitrate
radicals (NO3•), the key atmospheric oxidant present at night. We conclude that NO3• oxidation
cannot fully remove a cerebroside monolayer from the surface on atmospherically relevant timescales,
leaving its saturated tail at the interface. This is true for pure and salt water subphases, as well as for
single- and two-component films. The behaviour of the unsaturated tail section of the molecule is
more variable and is affected by interactions with co-deposited species. Most surprisingly, we found
that the presence of CaCl2 in the subphase extends the lifetime of the unsaturated tail substantially—a
new explanation for longer residence times of materials in the atmosphere compared to lifetimes
based on laboratory studies of simplified model systems. It is thus likely that aerosols produced from
the sea-surface microlayer at night will remain covered in surfactant molecules on atmospherically
relevant timescales with impact on the droplet’s surface tension and on the transport of chemical
species across the air–water interface.

Keywords: aerosol; monolayer; nitrate radical; cerebroside; palmitic acid; palmitoleic acid; neutron;
reflectivity; infra-red; Brewster angle microscopy
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1. Introduction

In papers published in 1983 [1] and 1999 [2], it was noted that organic films formed on the
surface of atmospheric aerosol particles and that the reactivity both of the aerosol particles underneath
and of the species that make up the organic films themselves were different from what would be
expected if each were encountered individually in the atmosphere. Donaldson and Vaida published
a seminal review in 2006 [3] which brought together the subset of the body of scientific knowledge
regarding the behaviour of molecular monolayer organic films at the air–water interface relevant to
atmospheric processes.

The role of atmospheric aerosols in cloud formation is a topic of key importance for climate science.
The relationship between aerosol concentrations and the radiative forcing attributable to clouds is
exceptionally complex, poorly understood, and difficult to measure [4]. The study of these organic
films at the air–water interface may form a key part of solving this puzzle. Many organic compounds
will oxidise in the atmosphere to form secondary organic aerosol (SOA). Changes in these reactions
due to the partitioning of the relevant reactants to the surface of water droplets in the atmosphere will,
therefore, affect the manner in which SOA is formed and distributed. The films’ effects on the physical
nature of the water droplets onto which they partition is also of vital importance, as the surface tension
of the droplets is lowered by the presence of these films [3], meaning that the removal of such films
by oxidation can cause an increase in surface tension. The surface tension of water droplets plays a
key role in regulating the growth of clouds [5]. The water droplets on which these organic films form
are thus atmospherically important and are modified by virtue of their interaction with each other
in a monolayer at the air–water interface. The film coating can also act as a barrier to water uptake
by and evaporation of the droplet and can inhibit the transport of various atmospheric species from
the gas to the aqueous phase [6–13]. Conversely, the film can act as a “2D solvent” for atmospheric
species that would not normally partition to the aqueous phase, or can alter the solvation behaviour of
those that would [14–18]. Very recently, Forestieri et al. [19] studied the surface tension effects on sea
spray aerosol mimics (oleic, palmitic, myristic acids, and their mixtures) using a surface film model to
establish the properties that surface-active organic molecules must have to substantially impact on
the aerosol’s activation efficiency. They found that the properties of surface-active marine-derived
organic molecules must differ substantially from the simple fatty acids they studied e.g., by having
larger molecular areas.

While the discussion here is focused on the presence of thin organic films on particles, it should be
noted that particles have been shown to be phase separated and may contain 3D organic surface layers
or even more complex 3D self-assembled structures, leading to particle morphologies that may differ
substantially from the construct of a monolayer or sub-monolayer film on an electrolyte subphase [20–22].

The present study investigates the oxidation of model marine aerosol systems via reaction with
nitrate radicals (NO3•), the key atmospheric oxidant present at night [23,24]. This oxidant takes
over in the absence of sunlight from the dominant day-time initiator of atmospheric oxidation,
OH•, together with the less reactive ozone (O3) that is present throughout the day and night
(e.g., [25,26]). NO3• primarily reacts with organic species by attacking carbon-carbon double bonds
(e.g., [23,27–29]) and oxidising the new terminal groups to produce a variety of carboxylic acid and
aldehyde fragments [23]. These reactions may be important in the production of atmospheric SOA,
so changes to their nature and kinetics could be important in their own right, however their key
relevance comes in that they determine the lifetime and ageing of the monolayer and, thus, the extent
to which the water droplet is affected by all the physical and chemical changes detailed above that are
due to the presence of that monolayer. Most monolayer studies to date (e.g., [30–33]) have focused
on the less reactive initiator of the atmospheric oxidation ozone (O3) that is known to be unreactive
towards saturated surfactants (e.g., [34]). However, saturated surfactants have recently been shown
to be of particular atmospheric importance [35], therefore processes that can attack saturated organic
compounds are of particular interest. Understanding the night-time atmospheric ageing by NO3•,
in addition to the chemistry of the dominant day-time oxidant OH• (e.g., [36]) and photochemical
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reactions that have recently received lots of attention (e.g., [37]) is therefore an important focus of
current research. It is thus essential to investigate the NO3• chemistry at the air–water interface given
the scarcity of previous studies [38,39].

Marine aerosols are highly variable in composition. Saturated fatty acids have been detected
in abundance, particularly palmitic acid (PA) [40]. PA is commonly used as a proxy for marine
aerosols [41]. Lipopolysaccharides have been discovered both in the sea surface microlayer [42] and
in atmospheric aerosol [43]. Facchini et al. [43] found that sea water microgels, mainly composed
of lipopolysaccharides, are preferentially transferred to the submicron aerosol size fraction during
bubble bursting. Cerebrosides provide a good proxy species for the more complex lipopolysaccharides
at the air–water interface [41], therefore the present study focuses on the oxidation of the glycolipid
galactocerebroside (GCB).

We investigated the reaction of GCB with NO3• both as a pure monolayer and in a mixed
monolayer with the saturated and thus less reactive PA as a pair of proxies for marine aerosol
monolayers containing lipopolysaccharides. A mixed monolayer of GCB and the unsaturated analogue
of PA, palmitoleic acid (POA), was also oxidised in order to test how the introduction of a double bond
affects the interaction between GCB and the fatty acid. Unlike saturated PA that is only subject to slow
hydrogen abstraction [23,39], the double bond in POA reacts quickly with NO3• [39], so this system
should behave rather differently.

A 2013 study [41] found that the PA/GCB film mixture is fully miscible and that the components
are attracted to each other and produce an enhanced film stability as a mixture, and also found that
Ca2+ and, to a lesser extent, Mg2+ cations in the subphase increase acyl chain ordering. In order
to investigate whether this has any effect on the oxidation, we used both pure water and CaCl2
solution subphases.

Based on the results mentioned above with regards to the stability of the GCB/PA mixture and
the lack of a double bond for fast oxidation in PA, we expected that at least part of the GCB/PA
monolayer would remain at the surface after oxidation. The fate of the pure GCB monolayers will
depend on whether any product from the reaction is sufficiently surface active to remain partitioned to
the interface.

2. Experiments

2.1. Neutron Reflectivity (NR)

This research was performed on the specular neutron reflectometry instrument INTER at the
ISIS Neutron and Muon Source. A comprehensive summary of the use of neutron reflectometry for
the study of organic films at the air–water interface was provided by a review paper by Lu et al.
in 2000 [44], which details the physics of neutron reflectivity and the mathematical manipulations
required to convert reflectivity data into coverage data using fitting models. In short, specular NR
typically determines the thickness, density, and roughness of thin layers stacked in the out-of-plane
direction of a flat sample. In the present work, the only quantity extracted was the time evolution
of the surface coverage of deuterated moieties that were present in the system. Purely hydrogenous
moieties do not contribute to the NR signal, however the relative change in their coverage (as well
as that of deuterated moieties) was monitored by simultaneous IRRAS. Since 2000, the number of
models and methods for dealing with this data has increased significantly, and a recent paper by
Campbell et al. [45] provides a review of the existing methods and an optimum model validation.
The brief section that follows here will give a simplified introduction to the technique from a physical
perspective and will only focus on the techniques and models required for a simple monolayer system
(also see our recent method paper for further details [46]). More complex physical systems naturally
require more complex modelling approaches that are not covered here.

The intensity of the reflected neutron beam depends on the differences between concentrations of
nuclei with different neutron scattering lengths in the layers of the material stacked in the z-direction
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(vertical). Simplifications of the complex equations that govern the relationship between neutron
wavelength and reflected intensity are possible when investigating just one layer (for instance,
an organic monolayer) at the air–water interface. This is because air has such a low number density
of atoms that it essentially has a scattering length density of zero and an “air-contrast matched” or
“null-reflecting” water subphase with a scattering length density of zero can be prepared by mixing
D2O 8.8% v/v in H2O such that the surfactant at the air–water interface is the only component with a
non-zero scattering length density.

According to the simplified equation that applies for this system (a single monolayer at the
interface between air and a null-reflecting subphase), the reflectivity, R, varies as a function of the
energy of the incident neutrons (expressed as momentum transfer, Q, and measured by white-beam
time-of-flight) and the scattering length density, ρ, and thickness, τ, of the monolayer according to the
following equation:

Q4R
16π2

∼= 4ρ2sin2 Qτ

2
(1)

The layer thickness and scattering length density for the system can then be inferred from the
relationship between the reflectivity and momentum transfer measured. These two parameters cannot
be fitted independently (as they are multiplicatively dependent), however instead they must be fitted
as a combined ρτ variable, which corresponds to a surface concentration of scattering length, from
which the surface concentration, or “coverage”, Γ, of the relevant surfactant species can be determined
(as the scattering lengths, b, of the species are known):

Γ =
ρτ

b
(2)

If multiple components are deuterated, however only one is being considered possibly reactive
(as in the GCB/PA systems studied), then a contribution to ρτ attributed to a known initial amount of
the unreactive co-surfactant (PA) must be accounted for in converting a fitted ρτ for the system to a Γ
value specific to the surfactant of interest (GCB):

ΓGCB =
ρτ − ΓPAbPA

bGCB
(3)

Reflectivity curves of Q vs. R are collected at intervals of 20 s throughout the reaction and each
curve is fitted using MOTOFIT [47], an extension to the Igor Pro data manipulation and visualisation
environment, to produce values for surface coverage at 20-s time intervals. These coverage values
have the advantage of being absolute and, thus, are comparable between experiments as well as within
one experiment (the latter alone is the case for IRRAS).

In order to achieve measurable scattering length density contrasts between the subphase and
monolayer, the film components of interest for each experiment were deuterated to give a high positive
scattering length density. Specifically, 18.2 MΩ cm water with D2O from Sigma Aldrich (99.9% atom
D) and CaCl2 from Fisher Scientific (General Purpose Grade) was used to prepare null-reflecting water
and 0.1 M CaCl2 null-reflecting solution subphases. Of the two tail chains that were present in GCB,
the saturated chain was deuterated by Avanti Lipids in a custom synthesis specifically for the present
study to produce d-GCB. Deuteration of the unsaturated chain is more synthetically complicated and
was not feasible within our timeframe and budget. d31-PA was acquired from Sigma Aldrich (98%
atom D; 99%). Hydrogenous GCB (≥ 97%), PA (≥ 99%), and POA (≥ 98.5%) were also acquired from
Sigma Aldrich. All film components were spread from dilute CHCl3 solutions, with CHCl3 acquired
from Sigma Aldrich (99.4%) using a 50 µL spade-ended Hamilton syringe.

The GCB used (both deuterated and hydrogenated) was a mixture of NFA (non-hydroxylated
fatty acid) and HFA (hydroxylated fatty acid) forms and, thus, d-GCB is a mixture of d31-(NFA)GCB
and d30-(HFA)GCB (see Figures 1 and 2 for details).
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Due to the need to spread from a CHCl3 solution (in which GCB is sparingly soluble) rather
than the more convenient CHCl3/CH3OH solution (in which GCB is much more soluble), in order to
achieve reliable monolayer production (the mixed chloroform/methanol solution may not evaporate
evenly from the interface and could leave methanol behind in the system which would not be at all
realistic as an atmospheric proxy) and considering the need to spread only a small volume (< 100 µL) of
solution in order to ensure rapid evaporation of the carrier solvent, we spread from a saturated solution
of GCB, for which the analysis of the NR data gave a concentration of ~1 mg mL−1. This corresponded
to an area per molecule of ~30 A2, and a surface pressure of ~25 mN m−1.
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2.2. Fourier Transform Infra-Red Reflection Absorption Spectroscopy (IRRAS)

The integration of in situ Fourier transform infra-red reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS)
is logistically complex and makes use of a bespoke reaction and analysis chamber developed by us.
This equipment and the setup that was required for conducting these experiments is laid out in detail
in a method paper [46]. The general setup for this experiment aligns with that in the method paper
apart from where specifically noted. The FTIR spectrometer that was used was a Thermo-Nicolet
iS50. We used a purpose-built gas flow cell (volume: ca. 1.5 L) containing a liquid trough (238 mm ×
70 mm) and two CaF2 windows (CrysTran) of 1.5 mm thickness to allow ingress and egress of the IR
light. The windows were mounted at an angle of 48◦ with respect to the vertical to enable normal or
near-normal incidence for the IR beam in an angular range of 42 to 55◦. A third circular quartz window
was mounted above the centre of the liquid trough to allow the height laser to monitor the liquid
surface. This window was tilted by 5◦ from the horizontal in order to avoid a secondary reflection
into the height laser. The neutron beam entered and exited the chamber though rectangular quartz
windows (50 mm × 68 mm) at either end of the reaction chamber.

Baseline-corrected integrations under CH and CD peaks (a symmetric and asymmetric stretch for
each, typically 2110–2070 cm−1 and 2208–2178 cm−1 for CD bonds and 2868–2833 cm−1 and 2945–2898
cm−1 for CH bonds, though small surface interaction effects may cause a slight chemical shift in
the location of these bands in some cases) provide a series of peak area against time traces for each
reaction, which reflects the presence or absence of CH or CD chains at the surface and follows their
evolution throughout the reaction. Due to the IRRAS geometry deployed, the peaks are inverted in
the Fourier-transformed spectra, appearing as regions of depressed absorbance. This means that the
baseline-corrected integrated peak areas are negative.

The absolute intensity values of these absorbance bands vary significantly between experiments
due to slight changes in the geometry of the focusing setup, so no absolute coverage data can be
determined from any one experiment. The IRRAS data are strictly semi-quantitative: they allow the
inference of trends in the concentration of CH and CD bonds at the surface across one experiment,
however not absolute determination of surface concentrations for any one run or meaningful
comparisons of concentrations between experiments. The asymmetric stretches are habitually stronger
than the symmetric stretches (particularly for CH bonds) in these spectra due to complex quantum
chemistry effects that are not the subject of the current study. The shift of the CD stretches to much
lower wavenumber ranges than the CH stretches is due to the larger reduced mass of the bonding
interaction given the greater mass of the deuterium nucleus.

2.3. Physical Setup and Gas Handling

NO3• was produced as described previously by Sebastiani et al. [39] through a gas flow system
by the reaction of an excess of NO2 (Scientific and Technical Gases Ltd.; 1000 ppm in air ± 2%) with
O3 in a 5 L reaction bulb. O3 was generated from O2 (BOC; 99.999%) using a pen-ray ozoniser (model:
SOG-2; Ultra-Violet Products Ltd., Cambridge, UK). An equilibrium mixture of the gases NO2, NO3•,
and N2O5 (in a stream of O2) was established and then fed into the reaction chamber. The O2 flow was
kept constant at 1.2 L min−1, and the NO2 flow could be adjusted to achieve the desired [NO3•] for
each experiment. [NO2] was kept in large excess for all conditions to ensure that O3 was consumed
well before the gas mixture entered the reaction chamber. In previous work, we have shown that NO2

does not remove organic films from the air–water interface on timescales relevant to our experiments,
however it is able to slowly isomerise carbon–carbon double bonds [48]. All plots for the reactions
were time-normalised so that t = 0 s refers to the point at which oxidant gas was admitted from the
mixing bulb holding the equilibrium mixture through a short polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tube into
the reaction chamber. This equipment was located within the INTER blockhouse so that the neutron
beam had to be blocked with shutters in order to allow the safe ingress and egress of personnel when
starting the reaction. As a result, a few of the 20-s time interval data points were always missing from
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either side of the start of the reaction. Other gaps in the NR data stem from occasional short-term beam
loss at the neutron facility.

2.4. Offline Brewster Angle Microscopy (BAM) with Surface Tension Measurements

Film characterisation for GCB on water, GCB/PA on water, and GCB/PA on an aqueous solution
containing CaCl2 was performed using a Langmuir trough with moveable barriers and a Wilhelmy
plate surface pressure measurement system driven by a NIMA IU4 serial interface in order to provide
a visual assessment of the nature of the film with a Brewster angle microscope (BAM)—which is
particularly interesting for the mixed films—as well as a pressure-area isotherm for the system.

The BAM technique allows the direct observation of ultrathin organic films on transparent
dielectric substrates. It is based on the effect that from the clean surface no reflection occurs for
p-polarized incoming light under the Brewster angle. The technique allows the characterisation
of morphological features of monolayers during compression/decompression. Brewster angle
microscopy images at characteristic phase transitions of the surface pressure-area isotherm give
valuable information on the structural and orientational changes in the monolayer. For instance,
the conformation of unsaturation, such as cis or trans, induces observable differences in domain
morphology of fatty acids of the same length. Here, we use the BAM images in a qualitative way, e.g.,
to demonstrate the effect of Ca2+ ions in the subphase on the monolayer morphology.

These monolayers were prepared in the same manner as the films that were used for the
neutron reflectometry and IRRAS measurements. The Brewster angle microscope and associated
Langmuir trough were made available at the Diamond Light Source. The microscope that was used
was an Accurion Nanofilm EP3-096 ellipsometer and BAM operated with the EP3 control software.
The Langmuir trough was a NIMA DLS1140 with a variable surface area of between 700 cm2 and
~70 cm2 (the minimum surface area is limited by the type of barriers used due to the proximity of
the BAM objective lens)—a compression ratio of ~10. Due to a small flaw in the objective lens, a
banding artefact can be observed in some images. This can normally be corrected by subtracting a
clean surface background image from the film images, however, if the brightness of the sample film
is substantially different to the brightness of a clean water surface so that images of the two cannot
be gathered with the same gain settings, as is the case for the GCB/PA on water system, then this
correction is not possible. However, for the cases when this occurred for images that were taken as
part of the present study, we believe that the film surface features are on a sufficiently different scale to
be visually differentiable from the banding artefact.

All neutron reflectivity, infra-red spectroscopy, and microscopy raw data is available in a data
repository (Woden et al., 2018) [49].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. BAM Film Characterisation

Figure 3 shows a film of GCB on the surface of a pure water subphase. The strong acyl chain
van-der-Waals interactions between the GCB molecules cause them to form islands (of less than ca.
15 µm) at low surface pressures. As the surface pressure increases, the film spreads to cover the surface
more evenly.

Figure 4 shows a film of a GCB/PA (1:1 w/w) monolayer on the same subphase. Due to the BAM
setup discussed in the methods section and the unusually bright nature of this film, these pictures are
affected by a banding artefact that cannot be fully suppressed with background correction. For similar
reasons related to the different gain settings required to gather this set of images, no conclusions can
be drawn by comparing the absolute brightness of these images to that of those in Figure 3. What can
be determined, however, is that a situation similar to that observed for the pure GCB monolayer,
in which islands can be seen at low surface pressures (up to ~10 mN m−1) which are not seen at higher
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pressures, holds for this mixed system as well. The effect is weaker than for pure GCB, however is still
observed here.Atmosphere 2018, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW  8 of 19 
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Figure 4. BAM images of a two component (GCB/palmitic acid (PA)) monolayer on water at various
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Figure 5 shows the same film composition as Figure 4, but now on 100 mM CaCl2 (aq) instead of
pure water. Here, the formation of islands at low surface pressures is much less pronounced, with only
a slight mottling showing. This is in line with the observation by Adams and Allen [41] that Ca2+ ions
stabilise this mixed film through cross-chain interactions.
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Figure 5. BAM images of a two component (GCB/PA) monolayer on CaCl2 (aq; 100 mM) at various
surface pressures—scale bar represents 100 µm; top left, top right, bottom left, bottom right: 1, 5, 10,
25 mN m−1.

3.2. Single Component (GCB) Monolayer Oxidation

Figure 6 shows both neutron reflectometry (NR) and IRRAS data from the oxidation of a GCB film
on pure water. The injection of NO3• into the reaction chamber at t = 0 s does not have a noticeable
effect on the NR signal (see black symbols and left ordinate). A reflectivity signal in keeping with
what was observed at the start of the reaction still remains at the end (the data gap is due to beam
down time). It should be noted that this does not mean that no reaction has taken place. The measured
neutron signal is only sensitive to the deuterated part of the molecule (i.e., the saturated chain in our
case). A reaction at the double bond that removes the unsaturated tail chain from the GCB molecule
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is consistent with this neutron signal. The complementary IRRAS data support this hypothesis,
as detailed below.
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Figure 6. Oxidation of a GCB monolayer on pure water—neutron reflectometry (NR) (black circles
and left ordinate) and infra-red reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS) (coloured symbols and
right ordinate) data as a function of time. We spread a monolayer of ~6.5 × 10−5 L from a ~1 g L−1

spreading solution of d-GCB in CHCl3. NO3• was admitted at t = 0 s at a concentration of ~4.4 ×
109 cm−3. The integrated absorbance areas for the IRRAS data were calculated for 2110–2070 cm−1

and 2208–2178 cm−1 for CD bonds (one symmetric and one asymmetric stretch; coloured squares
and diamonds) and for 2868–2833 cm−1 and 2945–2898 cm−1 for CH bonds (one symmetric and one
asymmetric stretch; coloured triangles).

IRRAS data (shown as coloured symbols in Figure 6) were collected simultaneously with the
neutron data. The IRRAS data run only to around 10,000 s (a little short of 3 h) because movement of
the position of the interface due to evaporation makes the IRRAS data unusable due to increasingly
poor focussing of the IR beam. This evaporation effect is corrected for in the case of the NR data
by continuously reading the location of the air–water interface with a height laser and adjusting
the position of the experimental stage upwards to ensure that the NR data remains unaffected.
Unfortunately, for technical reasons and due to space limitations at the beamline sample area,
the movement of the experimental stage also moves the IRRAS assembly upwards so that the IRRAS
signal cannot be recovered from the effects of interfacial drift in this way (the IRRAS signal can only
be brought back into focus by manually adjusting the trough height which would lead to the loss of
the NR data). However, neutron reflectometry data were collected for a 5 h period for this system,
and no significant NR signal reduction was seen over this period (the NR signal varied by a maximum
of 10%), as can be seen in Figure 6.

The simultaneous IRRAS data in Figure 6 show that the CD signal remains constant within
experimental error, which is in line with the neutron data in Figure 6, however the CH signal does
show a reduction over time, which is consistent with an oxidation reaction taking place at the double
bond on the hydrogenous chain that would be invisible when relying on NR data alone. A significant
CH signal remains, however, which suggests that some hydrogenous material is retained at the
air–water interface together with the entire deuterated chain.
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Oxidations of GCB monolayers were also carried out on a CaCl2 (aq) subphase. This did not seem
to have an effect on the reaction within experimental uncertainties. The NR and IRRAS data showed
very similar patterns to the pure water case, except that the CH signal dropped significantly more (by
around 50%) in the salt subphase case. This data is available in the repository (Woden et al., 2018) [49].

3.3. Two Component (GCB/PA) Monolayer Oxidation

To provide a model for cerebrosides distributed in marine aerosols more generally, and to
investigate the effects of the attractive surface interaction between PA and GCB described by Adams
and Allen [41] on the oxidation, mixed monolayers of d31-PA and d-GCB (1:1 mass ratio) were prepared
and oxidised by NO3• in the same manner as were the pure d-GCB monolayers. In this case, the neutron
reflectometry was sensitive to the deuterated portion of d-GCB and to d31-PA, and IRRAS was sensitive
to these in the CD band and additionally to the hydrogenous portion of d-GCB in the CH band.

Figure 7 shows the neutron reflectometry data for this oxidation (black circles and left ordinate),
and no significant reduction in the NR signal is observed. PA does not have a double bond and so is
not susceptible to rapid attack by NO3• as are unsaturated species, therefore it would not be expected
to react quickly on the timescales of our experiment (compare the stability of stearic acid monolayers
to NO3• recently reported by Sebastiani et al. [39]). The lack of any change in neutron reflectometry
signal indicates that, as in the case of the single component GCB monolayer, the deuterated (saturated)
chain remains at the surface.
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Figure 7. Oxidation of a two component (GCB/PA) monolayer on pure water—NR (black circles and
left ordinate) and IRRAS (coloured symbols and right ordinate) data as a function of time. We spread a
monolayer of ~6.5 × 10−5 L from a spreading solution containing ~0.5 g L−1 of d-GCB and ~0.5 g L−1

of d-PA in CHCl3. NO3• was admitted at t = 0 s at a concentration of ~4.4 × 109 cm−3. The integrated
absorbance areas for the IRRAS data were calculated for 2110–2070 cm−1 and 2208–2178 cm−1 for
CD bonds (one symmetric and one asymmetric stretch coloured squares and diamonds) and for
2868–2833 cm−1 and 2945–2898 cm−1 for CH bonds (one symmetric and one asymmetric stretch;
coloured triangles).
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The simultaneous IRRAS data for this reaction (shown in Figure 7 as coloured symbols) also
show a similar pattern to the GCB monolayer oxidation. The CD peak areas remain constant within
experimental error, whereas the CH peak areas decline over the course of the reaction, however do
not disappear entirely. The trend is not as clear as for the single component GCB monolayer (after the
initial reaction, the peak areas rise slightly again before falling back to their final values), which we
attribute to the fact that the GCB/PA system will be rearranging at the air–water interface as the
oxidation of the double bond in the hydrogenous GCB tail chain occurs. The IRRAS signal is sensitive
to the orientation of molecules at the interface, so some variation due to rearrangements during the
reaction is not unexpected.

These data suggest overall that the behaviour of the two component (GCB/PA) monolayer during
NO3•-initiated oxidation is similar to that of the single component (GCB) monolayer. PA is unreactive,
and the double bond in the unsaturated chain of GCB is attacked by the NO3•, leaving part of that
chain and the rest of the molecule (head and saturated chain) at the surface. The longest oxidation
carried out for the two-component (GCB/PA) monolayer was 3 h, with a maximum of 15% signal
variation during the run (no consistent trend, just variation in signal probably due to rearrangements at
the air–water interface). These additional data are available in the repository (Woden et al., 2018) [49].

Adams and Allen [41] reported increased stability for these mixed monolayers with Ca2+ in the
subphase. We therefore tested oxidation on a CaCl2 solution subphase as well.
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Figure 8. Oxidation of a two component (GCB/PA) monolayer on CaCl2 aqueous solution—NR
(black circles and left ordinate) and IRRAS (coloured symbols and right ordinate) data as a function
of time. We spread a monolayer of ~6.5 × 10−5 L from a spreading solution containing ~0.5 g L−1 of
d-GCB and ~0.5 g L−1 of d-PA in CHCl3. NO3• was admitted at t = 0 s at a concentration of ~4.4 ×
109 cm−3. The integrated absorbance areas for the IRRAS data were calculated for 2110–2070 cm−1

and 2208–2178 cm−1 for CD bonds (one symmetric and one asymmetric stretch coloured squares
and diamonds) and for 2868–2833 cm−1 and 2945–2898 cm−1 for CH bonds (one symmetric and one
asymmetric stretch; coloured triangles).

Figure 8 shows the neutron reflectometry data for oxidation in the presence of Ca2+ in the subphase
(black circles and left ordinate) and, although a signal oscillation can be seen which likely indicates
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surface reorganisation (the formation of domains at the surface can cause inaccuracies in the calculation
of surface coverage by a uniform monolayer model as reported by Lu et al. [44]), there is no general
trend up or down, suggesting that, once again, the saturated part of GCB and the PA component remain
at the surface after oxidation. Simultaneous IRRAS data (shown in Figure 8 as coloured symbols)
demonstrate a similar signal variation with no trend up or down from CD or CH traces, suggesting
that the attractive interactions between the chains when Ca2+ is present in the subphase are sufficient
to largely prevent even the unsaturated part of GCB from being oxidised. Indeed, it appears that
surprisingly, almost no reaction at all is occurring here—at least not one that is removing significant
material from the interface. The longest timescale attempted for this system was slightly short of 3 h,
and no removal of material from the interface was observed over this timescale, though the signal was
significantly less stable than for the other systems, with around 30% variability between the extremes
(coloured symbols in Figure 8), however no more than 10% loss between the starting conditions and the
signal after 10,000 s (extended neutron data from the experiment illustrated in Figure 8 are available in
the repository, Woden et al., 2018) [49]. A similarly surprising protection of a surfactant from attack by
a different oxidant at the air–water interface has very recently been reported by Zhang et al. [50] for
OH•-initiated oxidation of monolayers of 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC) and
1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-(1′-rac-glycerol) (POPG): cholesterol that is present in the
lipid layer appears to be able to increase the order of lipid packing and lower the permeability and
hinder subsequent oxidation of the lipid layers by OH• at the air–water interface.

3.4. Two Component (GCB/POA) Monolayer Oxidation

Introducing a double bond into GCB’s co-component by using POA instead of PA should disrupt
the formation of a regular, stable film structure. In addition, POA is itself reactive towards NO3•,
as it has a double bond (the reaction of a single component POA monolayer with NO3• has recently
been reported by us [39]). A d-GCB/h-POA contrast (1:1 mass ratio) was chosen, since deuterated
POA is not readily commercially available and is not the main focus of the present study. Therefore,
the neutron reflectometry data (and the CD trace from the IRRAS data) will follow the saturated part
of GCB, and the unsaturated part of GCB, as well as the reactive POA, will be represented in the CH
trace of the IRRAS data.

Figure 9 shows the neutron reflectometry data from this experiment (black circles and left ordinate)
and, once again, the lack of any trend downward suggests that the saturated portion of GCB remains at
the interface after oxidation. The fate of the unsaturated portion of GCB is difficult to disentangle from
that of the POA component as both contribute to the same IRRAS band and are invisible in the NR
data. The longest neutron reflectivity data collection for this system was just below 3 h, with significant
signal fluctuations (similar to those seen in Figure 8) of around 40% between the extremes, however no
discernible downward trend (a maximum of 10% loss between starting conditions and the signal after
10,000 s); these extended neutron data are available in the repository (Woden et al., 2018) [49].

The IRRAS data in Figure 9 show that the CH peak areas decay to almost unmeasurable levels
(only the CH symmetric stretch still registers at the end of the experiment), and this could mean that the
unsaturated chain of GCB has been removed from the surface completely. This would contrast with the
results from single component (GCB) monolayers, where some CH signal remains. However, there is
less GCB overall in this system than in the single component GCB system, and the IRRAS signal is
highly dependent upon surface orientation at low concentrations. It is thus possible that there was not
a measurable amount of CH signal attributable to GCB unsaturated chains at the start of the reaction,
and that the IRRAS data in Figure 9 simply show the reaction of POA. It is generally more difficult
to detect IRRAS signals from disordered monolayers such as this [46] (indeed, as mentioned in the
caption for Figure 9, only the asymmetric stretch was detectable for the CD bonds in this experiment
and, in a repeat experiment, no CD bands were detectable at all). The fact that the CD trace drops when
there is no change in the neutron reflectivity signal suggests that a re-orientation of GCB at the surface
may occur after POA reacts, making GCB harder to detect by IRRAS. It is thus not possible to say from
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the IRRAS data alone whether or not the greater reduction in CH signal for this system indicates any
difference in the reaction of the unsaturated chain of GCB. Custom synthesis of different deuteration
contrasts could shed light on this: e.g., the study of two component (d-POA/d-GCB) monolayers
would allow a more detailed exploration of this effect, however these compounds are currently not
commercially available. Deuteration of the unsaturated tail of GCB would also allow for experiments
to probe in greater detail the fate of that part of the molecule.
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Figure 9. Oxidation of a two component (GCB/POA) monolayer on pure water—NR (black circles
and left ordinate) and IRRAS (coloured symbols and right ordinate) data as a function of time.
We spread a monolayer of ~6.5 × 10−5 L from a spreading solution containing ~0.5 g L−1 of d-GCB and
~0.5 g L−1 of h-POA in CHCl3. NO3• was admitted at t = 0 s at a concentration of ~4.4 × 109 cm−3.
The integrated absorbance areas for the IRRAS data were calculated for 2110–2070 cm−1 for CD bonds
(one asymmetric stretch as blue diamonds; the symmetric stretch was too weak) and for 2868–2833 cm−1

and 2945–2898 cm−1 for CH bonds (one symmetric and one asymmetric stretch; coloured triangles).

In summary, the neutron reflectometry signal is consistently unmoved by the introduction of
the oxidant NO3•. While the signal is seen to change during the reaction of the mixed GCB/PA film
on CaCl2 aqueous solution and of the mixed GCB/POA film on pure water, the reflectivity is not
significantly altered between the pre-oxidation and post-oxidation states. This finding suggests the
occurrence of re-organisation of the multi-component film surfaces during the reaction. The IRRAS
data show different behaviour for the CH and CD stretches, demonstrating the usefulness of our
approach of simultaneous observation by NR and IRRAS. The CH stretches show a reduction, though
not to zero, for the reactions of pure GCB and for GCB/PA monolayers on pure water, while they
show surprisingly no reduction during the reaction of mixed GCB/PA monolayers on CaCl2 aqueous
solution. The CH stretches show a reduction to zero for GCB/POA on pure water. The CD stretches
are generally weaker and more difficult to reliably detect. However, they are sensitive to the same
parts of the molecules as NR, so this is not a significant issue in our experimental system. They do
not, within experimental error, show a decrease in signal across the reactions, except for the mixed
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GCB/POA monolayers where we have a mixture of two unsaturated surfactants that are both expected
to undergo changes during NO3•-initiated oxidation.

4. Conclusions

Our neutron reflectometry data clearly show that the key night-time atmospheric oxidant, NO3•,
is unable to remove (or significantly reduce the surface concentration of) a model lipopolysaccharide
monolayer (both as a pure monolayer and as a model mixed monolayer with palmitic acid) from either
a pure water or salt water subphase on the timescales investigated. These timescales were 5 h for
the single component GCB monolayers on a pure water system, and 3 h for the other systems that
were investigated. No measurable decrease was observed over these timescales within the margin for
error of the measurement. These experimental uncertainties account for the maximum possible losses
reported (we have not observed any measurable loss of material from the surface, however simply
cannot rule out low loss rates within the margin for error of our experiments). Indeed, NO3• is known
to have another route to reaction with organic species other than attacking a carbon–carbon double
bond [23]: it can abstract hydrogen atoms via a homolytic process to create nitric acid, leaving a free
radical on the carbon chain, which can then engage in back-biting reactions and attack O2 in order
to produce a range of oxidised products. However, these alternative reactions are not significantly
removing deuterated material from the air–water interface over the timescales that we have studied.
We cannot rule out that these reactions are occurring as it is possible that early products from these
processes are being produced yet remain at the interface. Nevertheless, in terms of atmospheric
consequences, we can confidently state that NO3• oxidation does not remove our model marine
aerosol monolayers at a rate that is sufficient to render the monolayers atmospherically irrelevant.
This imperviousness to removal via oxidative attack on carbon–carbon double bonds is something
that has also been observed in samples of aerosols bearing organic surface monolayers that have been
collected in the field [35].

Our IRRAS data suggest that some reaction does occur, and that the unsaturated tail of the
lipopolysaccharide monolayer is reacting with the oxidant. Surprisingly though, such an oxidative
decay is not observed for the mixed monolayer on a CaCl2 subphase, probably due to the stabilisation
of the system by enhanced chain–chain interactions. We are not aware of previous reports of
unsaturated surfactants being protected from attack by atmospheric oxidants at the air–water interface
via chain–chain interactions induced by ions in the subphase. This is a particularly interesting
finding, since it is very likely that in atmospheric conditions a range of ions will be present in the
aerosol droplets; therefore this process may provide an alternative explanation [22,51,52] for extended
atmospheric residence times that have been found for reactive species and may have important
health implications [53].

Both IRRAS and neutron data together are unequivocal that the saturated tail remains at the
air–water interface despite exposure to NO3•. We thus conclude that it is likely that aerosols produced
from the sea-surface microlayer at night will remain covered in surfactant molecules on atmospherically
relevant timescales; extended atmospheric lifetimes of these molecules may reduce the droplet’s surface
tension and may also affect the transport of species across the air–water interface.
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